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W

elcome to your issue 14 events supplement!

Boy are you in for a good read because, let us tell you, it’s been a summer jampacked with fun events…
We started June with the launch of issue 13 (p5), starring the brilliant Louise Pentland
alongside many other brilliant bloggers, at the gorgeous Lanesborough hotel in
Knightsbridge. After a two week breather, it was time for our first Blogosphere Blog Awards
(p9), where we finally announced the winners of each category and celebrated their wins
late into the evening.

AD

We thought we might be well and truly partied out after two huge events, but we still
managed to make time for some events hosted by some of our favourite bloggers. We
caught up with Em Sheldon at the Smashbox Covent Garden shop launch (p20), pimped out
denim at Paige Joanna’s first DIY event (p24) and networked with some amazing bloggers
at the Bloggers’ Suite (p26).
Of course, we couldn’t let summer end without a bang, so in August we hosted the
#BlogosphereSummerParty (p14) where we made cocktails, nibbled on macarons and took
as many Instagrammable photos as possible.
We hope you enjoy reading about the events we hosted and attended this summer. If you
want to join us at any of our events don’t forget to sign up to the newsletter!
The Blogosphere Team x
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#Blogosphere
CoverReveal

Tea that tastes as good as it looks
Blending, brewing and drinking teas since 2003. The London Tea Company’s team of tea
lovers and specialists are passionate about combining expertise and personality to bring
excitement, creativity and flavour back into tea.

A

s soon as we announced
Louise Pentland as the
star of our issue 13 cover,
we couldn’t wait to celebrate a
new issue of Blogosphere with
her and reveal the official cover
at an exclusive party in central
London.
Contributors and subscribers
to the magazine gathered at
The Lanesborough, Hyde Park

#BREWCREW
events
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Or visit www.londontea.co.uk

❝❞

We couldn’t
wait to
celebrate a
new issue of
Blogosphere
5

(Instagram, @the_lanesborough)
on a warm June evening for
their first look at the new issue.
As they arrived at the venue, our
guests were welcomed with a
glass of Stassen (Twitter,
@StassenUk) cider, which was
served in beautiful cut glass
champagne flutes.
A selection of sweet and
savoury canapés were served >
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throughout the event including
prawn tempura with sweet chili
aïoli, cheese croquettes with
apple chutney and brownies
with toasted pecans.
We were lucky enough to
have two brands at the event to
pamper our guests - Benefit and
Burt’s Bees. Benefit (Instagram,
@benefitcosmeticsuk) gave
people brow makeovers and
were on hand to touch up
makeup. They were also kind
enough to gift everyone a
couple of brow items to try out at
home, and put a 3D BROWtones
eyebrow enhancer in every
goody bag.
Burt’s Bees (Twitter,
@BurtsBeesUK) displayed their
skincare range and offered
relaxing hand massages to
people at the event. The
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massages were amazing, and
every guest was also gifted
a selection of their skincare
products to test out.
Before we knew it, it was time
to reveal the cover and after a
few words from Alice Audley
(editor-in-chief) and Louise
Pentland about the new issue, a
giant poster of the cover of issue
13 was revealed.
New copies of the magazine
were then handed out for
people to look through, and as
our guests left they were each
given a goody bag.
Included in our goody bags,
alongside items from Benefit and
Burt’s Bees, were products from
White Rabbit Skincare, Shea
Moisture, Neutrogena, Next,
Blistex and a copy of the latest
magazine. ❍
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Louise Pentland and Alice Audley

❝❞

A giant poster of the
cover of issue 13 was
revealed
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#Blogosphere
BlogAwards

The Blogosphere Team at the
#BlogosphereCoverReveal

W

hen we first opened
nominations for the
Blogosphere Blog
Awards in March this year,
we were not expecting to get
anywhere near as many of the
6,050+ entries we received.
Over the next couple of months
we cut the nominations down
to a shortlist of just 60, with five
bloggers per category.

events
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Public voting opened, our
panel (which included journalist
Bryony Gordon, PR account
director Kirstin Wright, blogger
Sasha Wilkins and Blogosphere
editor-in-chief Alice Audley)
shared their thoughts and votes
on each of the shortlisted blogs
and on June 22nd we gathered
to find out the results, and the
winners of our first blog awards.

9

The event was hosted at
IRIS studios, Kensington and
as our guests arrived at the
venue they walked a red carpet
before posing in front of a
beautiful flower wall, provided
by Dragonfly Events (www.
dragonflyevents.info), for our
official awards photographer
Kaye Ford (Instagram,
@fordtography).
>
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#BlogosphereBlogAwards

Blogosphere Blog Awards 2017 - Winners

 Fashion Blogger of the Year (sponsored by
Next, @nextofficial) - Fashion Slave
 Beauty Blogger of the Year (sponsored by
Miss Sporty, @misssportyuk) - The Sunday Girl
 Lifestyle Blogger of the Year (sponsored by
Tangle Teezer, @tangleteezer) - Little Thoughts
 Parenting Blogger of the Year (sponsored by
Philips, @philips) - Someone’s Mum
 Arts & Crafts Blogger of the Year (sponsored
by Desenio, @desenio) - A Pair And A Spare
DIY
 Fitness Blogger of the Year (sponsored by
The London Tea Company,
@thelondonteacompany) - Imperfect Matter

justauniform and Paige Joanna
Once they entered the studio,
our guests were treated to
canapés from Social Pantry
(Instagram, @social_pantry) and
a bar stocked to the brim with
Fentimans soft drinks (Twitter,
@FentimansLtd), Stassen cider
(Twitter, @StassenUk) and Willem
Barentsz gin (Instagram,
@willembarentsz).
Once everyone was settled
into their seats it was time
for the award winners to be
announced and the ceremony
kicked off with the fashion
blogger category. Each winner
was invited onto the stage to
collect their award and was
given the opportunity to give an
acceptance speech.
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Andrea Di Giovanni

Halfway through the award
announcements, it was time for
a music break, and Andrea Di
Giovanni (Instagram,
@andreadigiovanni) took to the
stage to perform a couple of
songs. We were all amazed by
his powerful voice, and really
enjoyed his performance. Once
his performance was over, it was
time to announce the winners
of the final six awards, including
the Blogosphere Blogger of the
Year, who - as part of the prize
- would be gracing the cover of
issue 14!
The Blogger of the year award
was the last to be announced,
and when Hannah Gale won,
she was met with thunderous
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 Book Blogger of the Year (sponsored by
Willem Barentsz, @willembarentsz) - Little
Novelist

Hannah Gale

applause. Once she had
accepted her award and given
a speech about her win, it was
time to conclude the ceremony.
We spent the rest of the
evening congratulating our
winners and celebrating with
those who had come along to
support them.
As the evening came to an
end, we couldn’t believe how
quickly the time had flown by!
We’ve definitely got a spot of
post-awards blues, is it too soon
to get excited for the 2018 Blog
Awards?! ❍
Photography: Kaye Ford

 Photography Blogger of the Year (sponsored
by Icelolly.com, @icelollyholiday) - Kyle Galvin
 Food Blogger of the Year (sponsored by
Splat Global, @splat_uk_official) - The Little
Blog Of Vegan
 Travel Blogger of the Year (sponsored by
Moskito Guard, @MoskitoGuard) - Twins That
Travel
TwinsCloset9

 Community Blogger of the Year (sponsored
by So...? Fragrance, @SoFragrance) - Just
Nadiene

❝❞

Is it too soon to get
excited for the 2018
Blog Awards?

 Blogosphere Blogger of the Year (cover star
of the September 2017 issue) - Hannah Gale
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Hello Miss Jordan and Immy May
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#Blogosphere
SummerParty
O

n August 5th, we hosted
our annual summer
party with a group of 62
bloggers at the gorgeous White
Loft at Lumiere London. Our
guests were treated to delicious
macarons from L’Orchidee (in
flavours including salted caramel
and red velvet - Twitter,
@MyLorchidee) soft drinks from
Belvoir (Twitter,
@belvoirff) and spirits and mixers
from Sekforde (Twitter,
@SekfordeDrinks), who also
talked through how they
formulated each mixer.
Showcasing at the event were
Braun (Twitter, @Braun), who
gifted each blogger attending
their Silk-épil 9 Skinspa and
talked through their other hair
removal and skincare products,
and So…? Fragrance (Twitter,

@SoFragrance), who gifted
each blogger a selection of
their perfumes and body mists
and talked through each of the
fragrances they had created.
Three talks were given during
the event by Debs Stubbington,
of Bang on Style, Beth Eveline,
of Beth Eve, and Simon Burrell,
of The Nomis Agency.
Debs talked about how to
capture the perfect blog photos
and develop your own signature
style. She gave us lots of handy
tips, including how to create
photo set ups on a budget, how
to make the most of natural light
and how to interestingly frame
a photo.
Beth followed Debs with a talk
on how to market yourself as a
blogger and ensure your blog is
easy to find online. She offered

everyone attending a free SEO
health check for their blogs and
shared lots of helpful links and
videos with us all after the event.
Simon closed the talks by
explaining what he does at The
Nomis Agency and what he
looks for in the bloggers and
vloggers he would like to add to
his books.
Before we knew it, it was time
to say goodbye to everyone and
hand out the goody bags, which
included products from Dr Russo
(Instagram, @drrussoskincare),
Heaven Skincare (Instagram,
@heavenskincare) and Lov
Organic tea (Instagram,
@lovorganic), as well as the
items that were gifted by Braun
and So…? Fragrance. ❍
Photography: Kaye Ford

Want to keep updated on our events?
Make sure you sign up to our newsletter on
www.blogospheremagazine.com/newsletter

events
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Niki, Sammy, Daniel, Grace, Amelia and Alex

Calum, Riyadh, Jessica and Melanie with a fan

Summer in the City
D

uring the first weekend
of August, Blogosphere
exhibited at Summer in
the City (SITC) - the UK’s largest
YouTube and online video
convention.
The event was held at the
ExCel centre, London, and
welcomed 12,000 attendees
over the three days it was open.
On Friday 4th it was ‘Creators
& Industry Day’, which gave
creators of all sizes the
opportunity to attend and enjoy
the event, including really
useful talks and panels with
some of YouTube’s top talent.
They included information on
monetising your platforms,
diversity on Instagram and

being transparent with your
audience.
At the Blogosphere stall, our
team met lots of new creators
and introduced them to the
magazine and our community.
We offered subscriptions and
also had article pitch forms
available for anyone interested
in writing for the magazine.
Over Saturday and Sunday,
SITC welcomed the general
public along to meet their
favourite creators and there
were various panels taking place
throughout each day.
We managed to stop by for
a panel hosted by Simone, of
Eltoria, which featured John
Chapman and Leon Bustin

❝❞

Our team met lots of
new creators

events
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of The Lean Machines, and
Melanie Murphy. They discussed
the pressure to conform to
a particular body shape and
lifestyle, and suggested that
a relaxed approach to your
diet and exercise routine is far
more beneficial for maintaining
balance in the long run.
It was great to be a part of
the event and to meet so many
new people and hear about their
blogging journeys and favourite
social media stars.
If you’re a subscriber from
the event, thanks so much for
stopping by to chat with us, we
hope you enjoy your first issue
of Blogosphere and welcome to
our community! ❍

Miles, Kingsley and Charlie

xxxxxx

Smashbox
Covent Garden
❝❞

It was lovely to
catch up with
Em Sheldon

W

e love it when brands
collaborate with
some of our favourite
bloggers, so when it was
announced that Smashbox had
organised a hangout with Em
Sheldon, Ling Tang and Nina
Vee we knew we just had to
attend!
The event was hosted at
the Covent Garden flagship
shop, and as everyone arrived
we had the chance to browse
the beautiful makeup stands
and have some Smashbox
bestsellers applied to our faces
before deciding what to splurge
on. Our Commissioning Editor,
Albertine Brandon, had the
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beautiful Cover Shot eyeshadow
palette in Ablaze applied to
create a smokey sunset look.
Everyone attending was given
20% off products for the evening
- an offer we couldn’t refuse.
After everyone had settled in,
it was time for Em, Ling and Nina
to talk us through some of their
favourite Smashbox products.
Nina did a live demo on how to
contour your nose, explaining
each step as she completed it.
The panel also took questions
from the audience, and gave
answers on their desert
island beauty picks, favourite
Smashbox products and
recommendations for those who
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were new to the brand.
We really enjoyed the panel
and once it finished we quickly
made our purchases and said
our goodbyes to everyone.
Each person attending was
given a goody bag, which
included a mini lipstick and
primer sample, both of which
we are looking forward to
trialling.
We really enjoyed the event,
the Smashbox shop was
beautiful and it was lovely to
catch up with Em Sheldon and
meet Ling Tang and Nina Vee.
We look forward to Smashbox’s
next event, we’re sure it will be
just as fun as this one was. ❍
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Sign up to our newsletter to be the first
to hear about our events!
blogospheremagazine.com/newsletter

Are you a brand who wants
to showcase? Email us at
events@blogospheremagazine.com
events
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Paige Joanna DIY Workshop

Paige Joanna DIY
Workshop
❝❞

It was really fun
to see everyone’s
creations come to life

T

ired looking denim?
Check. Craft supplies
galore to upcycle said
denim with? Check. A group of
some of the friendliest bloggers
we’ve ever met? Check.
When we arrived at Café
Fleur, Wandsworth, for a spot of
denim accessorising with Paige
Joanna (Instagram,
@paigejoannaa) we knew we
would be in for a treat. Every
blogger attending was given a
personalised goody bag and

events

sat at a place on one of the
craft tables.
Paige began the event with
a quick run through of the
day and how to use the craft
supplies she had provided.
After that, it was time to pick
out our materials! We went for
some pastel pink fringe and
flowers. We then set to work
applying everything, using a
mixture of fabric glue and hot
glue.
It was really fun to see
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everyone’s creations come
to life, and there was a huge
variety in how each person
personalised their denim.
While some added multicoloured fringe, others handpainted directly onto their
clothing. Towards the end of
the event we all took a group
boomerang and had the chance
to admire everyone else’s work.
We had lots of fun upcycling
our denim and now we can’t wait
for Paige’s next craft event! ❍
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Bloggers’ Suite
W

e kicked July off with
a visit to the Bloggers’
Suite, which was
hosted by the lovely team
behind Scarlett London Digital.
The networking event was
held on a Saturday afternoon at
the beautiful Qbic London City
hotel. The room the event was
hosted in was beautiful, with lots
of tables for people to sit and
chat at. As we arrived we were
greeted to a table stocked full of
an assortment of cocktails, all of
which looked very summery with
leaves and slices of melon.
There were also some soft
drinks available and a selection
of cupcakes and bags of
popcorn for us to snack on
during the event. We picked up
a bag of popcorn to nibble on,
then slowly made our way round
the venue talking to each of the
brands who were showcasing
about why and how they work
with bloggers.
After half an hour, it was time
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for the first speaker to talk so
we grabbed ourselves a spot at
the table and settled in. Haydy
Squibb (Twitter, @SquibbVicious)
began the talks and shared
some of her SEO wisdom,
including why Domain Authority
is important and how to rank
higher on Google searches.
Charlotte Jonsie (Instagram,
@charlottejonsie) was up next
and talked about how to get a
brand to notice you and make a
mark on the blogosphere. She
encouraged us to make sure our
blogs have three main pillars (for
example, hers are; hair, hauls
and health) and our blog content
matches well with the brands we
want to work with.
Finally, Vix Meldrew (Twitter,
@VixMeldrew) talked about
finding your blog’s niche and
how to make your blog unique.
She discussed the importance
of making sure your personality
shines through your writing style
and staying true to your online >
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❝❞

Haydy Squibb
shared some of
her SEO wisdom
persona across all channels.
Once the talks were over,
there was just enough time to
announce the raffle winners
before we all made our way
home. Bloggers attending the
event could enter the raffle
by making a donation on the
event’s Just Giving page, from
which all proceeds would go to
the victims of the Grenfell Tower
fire. The prizes were amazing,
including a one night stay at the
Qbic hotel and £165 was raised
during the event.
We really enjoyed the
Bloggers’ Suite, so can’t wait for
the next Scarlett London Digital
event! ❍
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@laurenbrittonloves
#BlogosphereBlogAwards

@sophiekateblogs
#BlogosphereBlogAwards

@amberkirkford
#BlogosphereBlogAwards

@lexilife95
#BlogosphereSummerParty

Instagrammable
events

@rosacrawford
#BloggersSuite

@louisepentland
#BlogosphereCoverReveal

We (@Blogosphere_Magazine) love scrolling through
images of blogger-friendly events on Instagram - be they
our own or those hosted by others.

@imbeingerica
#PaigeJoannaDIY

@unlimitedbyjk
#PaigeJoannaDIY

@prettybigbutterflies
#BlogosphereCoverReveal

@ling.kt
#SmashboxCoventGarden

events

@abbiegoes
#BlogosphereSummerParty
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@heatherribberson
#BloggersSuite

@rfwmakeup
#SmashboxCoventGarden

@mangocherry_life
#BlogosphereBlogAwards
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The average woman waxes 495 times in a lifetime.
Don’t be average.
Version 1.1 – 25 October 2013

Want to join us
at our events?
Sign up to the newsletter to be the first to know about upcoming events
www.blogospheremagazine.com/newsletter

Being spontaneous feels great, that’s why Philips presents
the new Lumea Prestige. It uses IPL technology, emitting
gentle and effective light pulses to prevent hair regrowth
at the root. After just 3 treatments, experience up to
92% of hair reduction*. Plus, make use of the 4 different
attachments, uniquely designed for hair-free skin all over.
Say hello to baby-soft skin and discover the joy of being
carefree again. Discover your beauty. Every day.

*When following the treatment schedule, measured on legs,
after 3rd treatment, individual results may vary.

Discover a new smooth way for hair removal.
Learn more at philips.co.uk/lumea
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D I S C O V E R S E K F O R D E ’ S R A N G E O F B O TA N I C A L
MIXERS CR AFTED TO COMPLEMENT THE
F L A V O U R S I N W H I S K E Y, R U M A N D G I N .

We created Sekforde to give people a new way to enjoy whiskey, rum and gin. As spirit lovers
we were uninspired by the standard whiskey and rum serves which mask the flavours.
When it came to gin we wanted to create an alternative way to enjoy it, for those who don’t
enjoy tonic or for people who just like a change.
All natural and made in England with spring water, Sekforde is named after Sekforde Street
in London, where it was first created.
Blogger looking to collaborate? Get in touch: enquiries@sekfordedrinks.com

Search ‘Sekforde Drinks’ to explore our range
AVAILABLE ONLINE AT www.31dover.com

events

